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ABSTRACT

Boron Neutron Capture Therapy has become a reliable method to overcome aggressive and metastatic cancer such as
glioblastoma multiforme, lung cancer, etc., in which other adjuvant methods have failed to control its malignancies.
Energy spectrum and epithermal neutron flux which fulfill stan dard IAEA requirements have become the most essential
keys for the method to be successful. Thus, Beam Shaping Assembly (BSA) with particular material and geometry is
required to moderate and direct beam with energy from fast neutron range to reach optimum epithermal and flux neutron
range. As many studies related to BSA have been done, in this paper, optimization of the BSA has been performed with
MCNP-X simulator to shape the 14.1 MeV neutrons that were produced by a D-T reaction neutron generator. Unlike
uranium that used as multiplier to increase flux (Fatemeh et al., 2012 and Liu et al., 2014), this proposed system uses
bismuth as recommended by Fatemeh, because uranium utilization will cause gamma radiation effect (Faghihi et al.,
2013). Furthermore, the modeled neutron source is different with Faghihi’s research in which the neutron source model
is isotropic and mono-energetic, for as much reality approach. By optimalizing the thickness and diameter of the BSA,
optimum result has been reached with combination of 10 cm Bi as a multiplier, 25 cm TiF 3 and 35 cm AlF3 as
moderators, Pb and Ni as reflector and collimator, 2 cm Fe as a neutron fast filter, 5 mm Li as a thermal neutron filter,
and 3 cm Bi as a gamma ray filter. The produced of epithermal neutron flux is 6.79 x 10 8 n cm-2 s-1 and has not reached
than 10 9 , in which this result corresponds to the irradiation time applied at the time of treatment. The BSA design is still
appropriate to be used for in-vivo and ex-vivo experiment in BNCT project facility for Indonesia as almost all standard
IAEA requirements in air-parameter have been met. With the increased beam current of deuteron, optimum epithermal
neutron flux for supporting cancer treatment facility is possible to reach.
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INTRODUCTION
Boron Neutron Capture Therapy has become a
reliable method to overcome aggressive and metastatic
cancer. Clinical interest in BNCT has focused primarly
on glioblastoma mutiforme (GBM) is the most common
and the most aggressive type of the brain tumors
involving glial cells and more recently on patients with
recurrent tumors of the head and neck region. As GBM is
a deep-seated tumors, it is very difficult to treat it via
surgery or other adjuvant conventional therapy (Rasouli ,
2012, Barth et al. 2012). This method is selectivebiochemically through boron compound injection able to
accumulate in cancer cell and targeted appropriate
neutron beams based on 10 B(n,α)7 Li nuclear reaction.

The basic nuclear reaction in cancer cell is shown in
more detail below:
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Figure 1. Principal of Boron Neutron Capture
Therapy Nuclear in Cancerous Cell
This reaction is occured when non-radioactive
nuclide boron-10 to capture thermal neutron with a large
absorption cross section as high as 3840 barn ( 1 barn =
10-24 cm2 ). The product of reaction are alpha-particle and
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recoiling 7 Li nuclide have high Linear Energy Transfer
(LET). The destructive effect these high energy particles
are limited to boron containing cells and since the have
short path lengths in tissues (5-9) µm almost in the same
order of magnitude as the cell dimensions (< 10µm)().
Neutron thermal only can penetrate into swallow skin,
whereas neutron source produces fast energy range even
if used directly will increase the dose to the healthy tissue
by proton recoil reaction (Verbeke, et al., 2000, Rasouli,
et al 2012). Thus, epithermal neutron beams are needed
to treat deep-seated tumors. These neutron reach at the
thermal energy range after passing through tissue.
Neutron source have been used in BNCT is
different such as nuclear reactor(Gonzalez et.al 2004),
accelerator based neutron source such as Li-p reaction,
Be-p reaction and 2.45 MeV neutron from D-D reaction
or 14.1 MeV D-T neutron generator.
In this paper, neutron source for BNCT that will
be applied is deuterium-tritium or D-T reaction of
neutron generator. It fulfills some aspects because of
some considerations, such as safer than reactor core for
the usage in a number of hospitals, smaller energy from
deuteron reaction of ion collider for D-T (100-400 keV)
(Montagnini,et al, 2002) , lower cost, smaller size and
higher social acceptability (Fatemeh, et al. 2012; Asnal et
al., 2015, Fantidis, 2015. Neutron generator that will be
used consists of deuteron ion accelerator with maximum
voltage of 125 keV which can be adjusted according to
the use, as well as current field of 600 µA- 1 mA, and
then it is targeted to tritium disk in alloy titaniumtritide (TiT).
According to Varbeke experiment, the energy neutron
produced from the reaction is 14,1 ~MeV. The energy is
still so great that it cannot be applied directly. Therefore,
it can be applied if the essential parameters such as
energy, intensity and to eliminate neutron and gamma
contaminations have been fulfilled IAEA criteria as
mention in table 1. Before applying it, energy and
neutron flux have to be moderated and shaped with beam
shaping assembly (BSA) consisting of moderator,
collimator, reflector, and filter. Each part consists of
designs and geometry of particular materials which have
certain function of each.

Table 1.
BNCT in-air parameters recommended for BNCT
(IAEA-TECDDOC-1223, 2001)
BNCT Beam Port Parameters
Limit

epi (cm-2s -1 )

9
> 110

epi  fast

> 20



2

13
< 2  10

(Gy cm2 )

13
< 2  10

D fn  epi (Gy cm )


D  epi

J epi

Thermal Energy Group
Ephitermal Energy Group
Fast Energy Group

> 0.7
n < 1 eV
1 eV ≤ n <10keV
n > 10 keV

Some designs of Beam Shaping Assembly for D-T
reaction which is being researched, is adjusted with the
characteristics of used neutron sources, as has been done
by Rasouli and Fantidis with energy of 14,1 MeV.
Compact Neutron Generator which has a high neutron
yield 1 x 1014 n s -1 is modeled as satisfying isotropic and
output result are measured at the BSA’s beam port as
they meet all IAEA criteria. Even though the proposed
design uses sphere-shaped natural uranium multiplier
with radius 14 cm to increase neutron flux as flux
decreases drastically after passing the moderator
(Rasouli,2012 dan Fantidis,2015). However, Faghihi
states that uranium is not recommended because the
fission reaction can cause a highly radioactive capture
reaction and dangerous gamma emission (Faghihi, 2013).
Therefore, with this method, the flux increase displayed
in this research is designed using Bismuth material as
recommended by Verbeke and Faghihi research
(Verbeke, 2002 ;Faghihi et al.,2013). Faghihi models
neutron sources with mono-direction flux, but for
modeling sources that are close to experiment reality, the
neutron sources are modeled as uniform isotropic of 14,1
MeV (Rasouli,2012; Faghihi et al., 2013; Liu 2014).
Aside from multiplier, this research also focuses on
finding material and field moderator (Montagnini, 2002)
for ion accelerator-based neutron generator of 125 KeV.
Therefore, through this research, design of Beam
Shaping Assembly for BNCT facility is expected to be
able to apply in in vivo and in vitro trial in Indonesia.
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Cross Section (barns)

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this research, the Beam Shaping Assembly
(BSA) will be designed for 125 keV ion accelerator in
BATAN Yogyakarta using Monte Carlo N-Particle
Transport Code Extended (MCNPX) simulator version
2.6.0 which is developed by Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL) in New Mexico. MCNPX has a lot
of different application, it can be used to calculate
particle transport and radiation which in this case is
specified for neutron particle from D-T reaction for
BNCT. In this research the tally type or calculation
method used to analyze the different parameter of IAEA
recommendation are F1:n, F4:n are tally neutron current
integrated over a surface and tally neutron flux averaged
over a cell respectively (LANL, 2008).
As mentioned above, the Beam Shaping
Assembly has a multiple component intended to reduce
the spectrum energy to epithermal range. Some of the
important component that will be modeled for simulator
are

Incident Particle Energy (keV)

Figure 3. Neutron production cross section for D-D,
D-T, and D-T reactions. (Lou, T.P., 2003)
Further neutron yield indicates the number of neutrons
per second are emmited
need to be calculated.
Theoretically, the number yield of neutron produced in
D-T nuclear reaction were given in equation below,
where
(2)
F  N
F is the neutron yield (neutron/sec), N is the
number of target nuclei per square centimeter of target, σ
is the deuterium-tritium cross section (in cm2 ) and ɸ is
the incident particle rate of deuteron which expressed as
particle per second (Nargolwalla, 1973). This rate relates
to beams current (Ampere). Deuterons ɸ were calculated
on equations 3.

2.1. Neutron Source

ne  n 1.6 10 19
it  n 1.6 10 19
n
i
 
t 1.6 10 19

(3)

Equation 2 assumes that the target is extremely
thin. If the target thickness x so the number of neutrons
produced per second is given by the expression.

Figure 2. Schematic Design of 125 keV Ion
Accelerator D-T Reaction for Neutron Source
Applied in BNCT. (Purwanto, A.T., 2008)

 N 
dF    a dx
 A 

The neutron source used for this simulation come
from ion accelerator 125 keV with D-T reaction
characteristics, the bombarding ion are deuteron and the
target used is titanium-tritide disc with radius 1.27 cm
and 470 µm thick. The accelerator description and target
is given in fig.2, and the deuteron accelerating voltage
required for D-T reaction maximum cross section to
produce neutron is given in fig.3.

(4)

By substitution equ.3 to eq.4 are obtained.

 N 
dF    a dx
 A 
i

 N a 
dF   
dx (5)
19 
 1.6 10  A 
Where ρ is the desity of target titanium-tritide (ρ
Ti is 4.51 g cm-3 ), Na is Avogadro’s number, and A is the
gram-atomic weight of the target (47,9 g mol-1 ), dx is
target thickness (cm), the D-T cross section σ is given in
units of 10-24 cm2 , which is a barn. Maximum cross
P - 77.
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section in D-T reaction is determined of fig.2b where at
110 keV reach maximum value 10 barn = 1 x 10-23 cm-2 ,
Deuteron currents (i) increased at 600 µA – 1 mA, so
each of neutron yield that be produced able determined.
The neutron D-T source concept that will be
simulated referred to a research that has been conducted
by Verbeke et.al (2000). The calculated neutron yield
will be used for multiplication factor in MCNPX
simulator, without the multiplication factor the default
condition is one neutron per second. The source is
assumed as a disc that emit with isotropic-monoenergetic
14.1 MeV characteristic.

2.2.3. Multiplier
As mentioned above, the neutron number will
decrease when neutrons pass through different materials
of BSA, so the proper multiplier materials can be used to
increase the number of neutrons, which are emitted from
neutron source. Faghihi recommend choosing three
materials such as uranium ( U ) , bismuth ( Bi ) and Lead
( Pb ) which can multiply the number of neutrons from
the source to the reaction ( n , 2n ) which looks latitude
according to the neutron energy of 14.1 MeV . Bi was
chosen as a multiplier because it has a lower density than
lead, while uranium not memeuhi criteria because it
produces harmful gamma emissions.

2.2.Design and Optimalization Beam Shaping
Assembly
2.2.1. Moderator
As the energy of the neutron from this source still
high 14.1MeV and cannot be used directly in BNCT,
thus it is necessary to moderate them into epithermal
energy range in which appropriate material. This
materials should have a low absorbtion cross section for
epithermal neutrons so it is expected to reach at the
BSA’s beam port and a high scettering cross section for
fast neutrons (Liu et al., 2004; Rasouli et
al.,2012;Kasesaz et al.,2013; Asnal et al.,2015). Another
parameter is the selection of appropriate materials with
an appropriate mass number. A small mass number
causes neutrons moderate too quickly and thermal
contamination increases. On the other hand, if the mass
number is large, neutrons cannot lose a lot of their energy
per collision.
According to this , MgF2 , TiF3 , TiF3 , Al2O3
were selected as moderators . In the design of moderator,
BSA will be optimized to ratio of ɸepi/ɸfast. Optimization
is done by selecting the material in diameter 70 cm as
have been done by Rasouli with cylindrical geometry.
When the material has been selected, then performed
variation of thickness and diameter , variation in the
diameter of 10 cm - 60 cm with an increase of 10 cm and
thickness of 15 , 25 , 35 and 45 cm .

2.2.4. Filter
Filter is used to minimize contamination of gamma
rays , thermal neutrons and fast neutrons in neutron
beams are targeted to the tumor. To eliminate
contamination of fast neutrons used material iron( Fe
)and Lithium(Li) to minimize thermal neutrons , while
Bismuth (Bi) chosen for shielding gamma rays because
this material has a high density
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The result of neutron yield have been calculated as
multipiclation factor for neutron modelling that appears
after deutron crashed the tritium target is shown in the
graphic below.
14

1.7

x 10

Neutron Yield (n s -1)

1.6

2.2.2. Reflector
Pb was used in order to avoid exiting neutrons before
reaching the beam port. Reflector is used for directing the
neutron to the BSA beam port. A proper material
reflector must have high elastic scattering cross section
and low absorbtion cross section for entering the neutron
to the moderator.
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Figure 4. The Number of Neutron Yield for Every
Current of Beam Deuteron that hits the thickness
Target of Tritium 470 µm.
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In the graphic, the deuteron voltage that will be
applied is 120keV because it has cross section toward
tritium is most maximum. When the voltage is constant
and the current is increased according to equ. 5, the
neutron yield that is produced will increase. Because of
the increasing current; the number of the ion that hits the
target,thus the number of deuteron ion that reacts with
tritium target will increase in which this thing will be
comparable with the increasing number of neutron that is
produced. On the other hand, the voltage will determine
the deuteron power to penetrate the thickness of the
target according to the cross section, in which the
application of the given voltage to accelerate deuteron
that is adjusted based on the maximum cross section
toward the tritium target. Because of the modeled
accelerator produces 600 µA current, the assumption to
reach neutron yield up to 1 x 1014 n cm-2 s -1 , the ~0.5 mm
thick of tritium target will be needed.
The validation of neutron yield uses tally current
integrated over surface (F1:N), while tally Flux averaged
over a cell (F4:N) is used to count the neutron flux in
every cell of BSA in the various range of energy (fast,
epithermal and thermal) by inserting the parameter
energy limits (F4) that will be analyzed. Tally dos e either
neutron or photon is imported by inserting the DE4 and
DF4 parameter as the conversion factor from the fluxs to
dose by using the kerma coefficients (Kinetic Energy
Release per mass) that refers to the Dosimetry system
2002 (DS02) from the ICRU report 63.

3.5

Flux epi / Flux fast

3

Neutron Flux (n / cm2 s)

5
4
3

25
30
35
Moderator Thickness(cm)

40

TiF3

Fig.5a. shows that the low of epithermal flux by the
material since the characteristic of the big inelastic cross
sections which is stated in montagnini research
(Montagnini, 2002). The other hands as a IAEA
requirements in order to reduce the irradiation time , the
desirable minimum beam intensity should be 1 x 109 cm2 -1
s . This consideration becomes the main base of the
optimization either in material selection or geometry
(thickness and diameter). As a Fig. 4 by modeling the
distribution of neutrons source is half isotropic or half
radial, therefore moderator of the first geometry to shape
desired epithermal energy is a cylinder diameter of 70 cm
with a variety of thicknesses.
The result looks significant toward Rasouli
research in which TiF3 with 67 cm diameter and 70 cm
thick is the most optimum flux while in this research it
happens in 70 cm diameter and 25 cm thick. Besides
maintaining the limitation of epithermal neutron fluxs,
the ratio of ɸepi/ ɸfast should also be considered. The
highest percentage when the material is thickened shows
that MgF2 is the maximum, however in this thickness the
result of epithermal neutron fluxs is getting low. Because
of that the first chosen moderator is TiF3 in 25 cm thick
since the result of fluxs and ɸepi/ ɸfast ratio is the most
optimum.
To look at the significance of the thickness and the
diameter, TiF3 material is analyzed and the result shows
that spectrum shifter or moderator in 25 cm thick and 60
cm diameter has reached the optimum outcome without
have to enlarging it so that it will minimize the material
used. The result can be seen at the fig. 6.

AlF3
TiF3
MgF2
Al2O3

20

MgF2
Al2O3
Moderator Thickness(cm)

(b)
Fig 5. (a) Epithermal Neutron Flux (b) Ratio of
Epithermal Neutron Flux toward Fast Neutron with
various thickness and material as moderator.
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The result of simulation from four different
spectrum shifter material which are choosen have the
best result to slow neutrons down to epithermal energy
range having different thickness are shown in figure 5 .
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material will be added into BSA exactly in front of the
neutron source. The chosen material has a reaction (n,2n)
that is Bismuth in which have maximum neutron capture
cross section. The Bismuth thickness used before it is
examined at 5, 10, 15 cm thick and the good one that
should be chosen is 10 cm. The simulating result of
influence of reflector and multiplier addition at the
moderator is shown at fig. 7.
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Figure 6. (a) Epithermal Neutron Flux (b) Ratio Flux
of Epithermal Neutron to Fast Neutron with various
thickness and diameter in which TiF3 is chosen as the
first moderator.
Diameter is quite influential toward the increasing
epithermal neutron flux and ɸepi/ɸfast ratio. The
significance of the diameter effect is caused by the
isotropic source model with the energy 14,1 MeV when
the moderator is enlarged so that the chance of in-elastic
scattering will be greater and it makes the epithermal
neutron fluxs that is produced will increase. The result
that is obtained has not been added with reflector so that
the isotropic source characteristic in which the number of
neutron that is scattered will be maximized to the beam
port by covering it with Lead (Pb) at the moderator.
Thus, result of scattering neutron caused by material
moderator therefore reflector Pb appropriate in order to
avoid exiting neutrons before reaching the beam port.
Besides the addition of reflector material, multiplier

1.6
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1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4

Mod

Mod+Ref
Mul+Mod+Ref
Cell of Beam Shaping Assembly
(b)
Figure 7. The Influence of Reflector and Multiplier
Addition after the Selection of TiF3 Moderator for (a)
Result of Epithermal Neutron Flux (b) Ratio Flux of
Epithermal to Fast Neutron

Epithermal Neutron Fluxs is increasing when the Pb
reflector is covered at the moderator and also at ɸepi/
ɸfast ratio, since the Pb material has high elastic
scattering cross sections toward fast neutron and has low
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absorption
toward epithermal neutron. Whereas,
Bismuth as the multiplier at 10 cm thick is not too
significant in increasing the neutron fluxs at the BSA
design however it still produces flux that is good enough
and increase ɸepi/ ɸfast ratio.
As the research done by Rasouli, to increase flux
ratio it needs to add more moderators that is Fluental (69
% TiF3, 30% Al dan 1 % LiF), but these materials are
quite expensive and hard to get so it is better to find other
option that is by replacing the fluental material in the
second moderator with AlF3, TiF3, MgF2 dan Al2O3.
The second moderator geometry is a truncanted-cone
shaped because it is used to reduce the diameter of
BSA’s beam port up to 12 cm. even though TiF3 is
chosen as the first moderator, by considering ratio in
which MgF2 has the biggest result then being compared
with simulation result to combine the first and the second
whereas the first moderator being compared is TiF3
toward MgF2. The simulation result of combined
moderator if TiF3 as first moderator is compared and
replaced by other material by using MgF2 whereas those
moderators are cylinder as thick as 25 cm and being
combined with the second moderator truncated cone with
various materials are TiF3 , MgF2 , TiF3 dan Al2 O3 at fig 8.
35

Flux epi/ Flux fast

30

17

Flux epi/ Flux fast

16

14
13
12

10
9
AlF3

MgF2
Al2O3
Second Moderator

TiF3

(b)
Figure. 8. Ratio Flux of Epithermal to Fast Neutron
whereas (a) TiF3 with 30 cm diameter and 25 cm
thick are chosen as the moderator material 1, toward
the combination of 2 nd moderator with various
materials and thickness (b) Moderator 1 if TiF3 is
compared with MgF2 and combined with the 2 nd
moderator as thick as 35 cm in various materials.

TiF3 t1=25 cm
TiF3 t2=35cm
TiF3 t3=45cm

At Fig. 8a before the first moderator between TiF3 is
compared with MgF2, the combination of TiF3
moderator with the second moderator in various
materials and thickness is simulated. In the second
moderator that is cone 35 cm thick has the maximum
ɸepi/ ɸfast ratio with AlF3 as the most suitable material
with the first moderator that is TiF3. After the thickness
selection of second moderator, it will be used to compare
if the first moderator is replaced with MgF2.
At Fig. 8b, from the result it shows that even though the
highest ɸepi/ ɸfast ratio is the combination of the first
moderator MgF2 with the second moderator MgF2 but
the epithermal neutrons flux is very low. However the
first moderator TiF3 is being combined with AlF3 as the
second moderator produce the best result, because after
the combination with those two moderator of epithermal
neutrons flux that is out of BSA’s beam port is mostly
qualify the IAEA criteria. That is why the optimalization
in choosing the moderator materials is accomplished
when the 25 cm thick cylinder of TiF3 is combined with
truncanted-cone shaped from AlF3. Then the dose
parameter of thermal neutron, the dose of gamma ray is

20
15
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MgF2
Al2O3
Second Moderator

15

11

25

5
AlF3

Moderator 1 TiF3
Moderator 2 MgF2

TiF3

(a)





analyzed from dari D fn  epi and D  epi in which
both of them have to < 2x10-13 so that the materials for
shielding and collimator are added.
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Shielding and Collimator
In the last step of BSA design, composition of Pb with 1
mm of thicknees, Pb and Ni as reflector and collimator, 2
cm Fe as a neutron fast filter, 5 mm Li as a thermal
neutron filter, and 3 cm Bi as a gamma ray filter have
been tested. The cell of them cause to scatter back
neutron in the range of interest to the BSA materials and
decrease the BSA beam port to flat circular surface of 12
cm diameter. The schematic designed BSA by using
mentioned materials is shown in Fig.9.

Table 2. Result of all parameters were measured in
beam port BSA proposed.
IAEA
IAEA Parameters
Value
Requirement
6,79 x 108
0,14 x 10-13
0,11 x 10-13
174,55
10,57
It is the most maximum final result when measured in
BSA’s beam port. It has produced the optimum
epithermal flux because it has reached > 5 x 108 n/cm2 s.
However to reduce the time of treatments, the limitation
standart is increased until > 1 x 109 n/cm2 s. This result is
suited with accelerator capacity in which flow used only
600µA. Thus, by increasing the flow, it can increase the
amount of neutron yield, so that the epithermal flux
measured in the BSA’s beam port also increases.
Although the parameter ɸhas not reached yet, it still can
be optimized by looking multiplier material beside
Uranium.
CONCLUSION
Optimalization of A Beam Shaping Assembly
(BSA) have been done based on the modification
Bismuth as multiplier system for D-T neutron source
which are follow Faghihi recommendation, with neutron
source beams model are isotropic-monoenergetic and
moderator, filter and reflector arrangement in order to
meet the free beam parameters. The study was carried out
using MCNPX code and according our simulation,
configuration of TiF3 incorporating a truncated-cone
shaped made of AlF3 as the moderator material and Pb
and Ni as reflector and collimator, 2 cm Fe as a neutron
fast filter, 5 mm Li as a thermal neutron filter, and 3 cm
Bi as a gamma ray filter reach optimal epithermal
neutron fluxs is 6,79 x 108 cm-2 s -1 ,it has not reached than
109 for reasonable time treatment. The BSA design still
appropriate to be used which other IAEA requirements
have been met. Increasing fluxs are still to be done in
order to meet all requirement, when the current of
deuteron is greater than 600 µA so it could be used for
in-vivo and ex-vivo experiment in BNCT project facility
for Indonesia.

(a)

(b)
Figure 9. Schematic design the BSA proposed (a) in
2D with the material composition (b) in 3D have been
simulated in MCNPX and visualized using Visual
Editor.
The in air parameters which are calculated at the beam
port of the BSA proposed shows in table 2.
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